
Oregon OSHA accident investigation data

Where the Inspection Open Date is Between 1/1/2009 and 12/31/2009

Event 

Date

Insp 

Number Age

Fatal

ity?

Hospit-

alized? Nature Part Source

Environ-

mental 

Factor

Human 

Factor

Fall

Ht OR_OSHA Investigation Key Words and Description
12/28/2009 313546863 39 Yes No Other Multiple Machine Squeeze

point action

Malfunction of

procedure for

lock-out tag-out

CAUGHT IN MACHINERY:  Emp #1 had just returned from a break as a 

lumber stacker operator. The lumber is fed into the stacker by conveyor 

which then dumps it into a trough, where it is unscrambled and moved up an 

inclined conveyor with box chains to a landing table. It is then conveyed to 

the stacker at the end of the line. The bin chaser went to the stacker to fill the 

hoppers with stickers. As he passed the operators station, he saw Emp #1 

laying on the floor under the inclined unscrambler conveyor. He ran to a 

nearby intercom and summoned help. Crew members responded and 

performed CPR until medical personnel arrived. Emp #1 was pronounced 

dead at the scene.

12/9/2009 313679003 57 No Yes Other Abdomen Cold

(environme

ntal or

mechanical)

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

FALL.:   A truck driver who was delivering a de-humidifier to a customer, 

slipped on the aluminum truck trailer floor and fell. The victim was near the 

back of the truck trailer when he fell and actually fell out of the truck trailer 

and onto the ground. The victim appeared to be fine until a few days later 

when he started feeling more pain and went to the hospital and had surgery. 

A surgeon removed the victim's spleen.

12/9/2009 313678765 52 No Yes Fracture Hip(s) Other Other Other FALL FROM TRAILER:  The victim was tightening a binder on chains with a 

cheater bar to secure steel plates to an approximately 48-foot trailer, when he 

fell approximately 5 feet to the ground. The fall resulted in a fractured hip 

requiring hospitalization.

12/2/2009 313678427 67 No Yes Fracture Face Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Other Other  LOG TRUCK ACCIDENT:  A loaded log truck was traveling East bound on 

highway 226. The loaded log truck failed to negotiate a right hand curve and 

tipped over. The loaded log truck slid across the West bound lane and struck 

an oncoming log truck.

12/1/2009 313772725 27 No Yes Concussion Head Vegetation Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

LOGGING STRUCK BY:  The Logging site is a commercial thinning 

operation. The employees were cable logging tree length 2nd growth timber. 

It was the last turn of the day, the crew hooked 4 tree length logs by the tops. 

When the turn of logs was moving, a log stuck a standing hemlock tree 

approximately 40 feet tall that pushed the hemlock into a standing fir snag 

that was approximately 40 feet tall. When the hemlock bumped the fir snag, 

the upper section of the snag broke out and landed

on the victim striking him in the head.
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12/1/2009 313772741 44 No Yes Amputation Finger(s) Machine Pinch point

action

Malfunction of

procedure for

lock-out tag-out

CAUGHT IN:  Employee was performing maintenance on a machine using 

compressed air to clean the mechanisms. Employee used fingers in an 

attempt to remove a foreign body that was not responding to the compressed 

air. The employee`s fingers became wedged between the pinwheel and 

drum.

11/30/2009 313678278 40 Yes No Puncture Head Hand tool

(powered)

Flying object

action

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

STRUCK BY:  The victim was in the process of using an 8 foot step ladder to 

gain height to nail a strap onto a residential home single story construction 

project. The victim used a nail gun with a 16d nail to affix the strap to the 

exterior wall. Using his right hand for the gun, he leaned over to the left and 

tried to place a nail into the strap. The nail ricocheted, it him on the left side 

of his head just above the left ear, then fell to the ground below. The victim 

found other employees. He passed out. The fellow employees transported 

him to the hospital. He died approximately two days later.

11/30/2009 313772675 60 Yes No Fracture Head Hand tool

(manual)

Flying object

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK-BY:  The vicitm was found lying near the snowplow on the truck he 

was operating. A pry bar was also found lying near the victim. It is thought 

that the victim was using the bar on the spring loaded plow when it kicked 

back and struck him in the head.

11/30/2009 313461956 33 No Yes Fracture Foot, feet,

toes or

ankle(s)

Ladder Other Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

1 FALL FROM EXTENSION LADDER:  Employee was trying to install a facia 

board off an extension ladder and the ladder started to slide down the wall 

employee jumped to the ground and broke his right ankle.

11/29/2009 313952905 20 Yes No Other Multiple Firearm Flying object

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

ACT OF VIOLENCE:  A lone assailant entered the hair salon where the 

victim worked, escorted the victim to a small office in the back of the 

business and shot her to death.

11/24/2009 313546137 60 No Yes Fracture Back Machine Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Other FALL TO BELOW:  Employee stepped onto sander platform to grind a burr 

on hold down. The platform gave way and the employee fell 9 feet to 

concrete below. The employee was taken to the hospital and died several 

day later.

11/20/2009 313952608 48 No Yes Fracture Chest Other Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Malfunction of

procedure for

securing

operation or

warning of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK BY FALLING OBJECT:  Employee was performing a form stripping 

operation, employee removed gates from forms when a main beam rolled out 

of the drop head panel and struck the employee across the back. The 

employee suffered fractures to the rib cage as a result of the impact.
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11/19/2009 313461436 21 No Yes Fracture Arms(s) -

multiple

Materials

handling

equipment

Flying object

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK BY:  Victim reached into a lumber transfer deck to clear a board. 

He was struck by a board that had the pressure of the transfer deck operating 

chains on it. He was hit in the left upper arm resulting in a fracture of the arm. 

He then contacted a narrow metal edge with his arm pit. The contact resulted 

in damage to the artery to the arm. He was giving medical treatment at the 

location and transported to the hospital. He was then transferred to a 

vascular intensive care unit for evaluation and treatment.

11/17/2009 313546038 22 No Yes Fracture Lower

leg(s)

Bodily

motion

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Other FALL TO GROUND:  Emp #1 was working as a rigging slinger on a BLM 

thinning unit. A swing yarder and motorized carriage were in use. Emp #1 

had signaled to send a turn of logs to the landing when it got hung up on a 

corridor tree. He stopped the rigging, went over and fixed the hang up, then 

retreated to a clear area. As he walked away from the turn on flat ground, his 

foot slipped off a log in between two others. His momentum kept his body 

moving forward while his leg did not. His leg fractured above the ankle as he 

fell to the ground. The emergency action plan was implemented and the 

victim was transported to the hospital where he had surgery to repair his leg.

11/17/2009 313545956 32 No Yes Fracture Multiple Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Other Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT:  Employee #1 was traveling east on Highway 

138 in an unloaded log truck. Employee #1 drifted into the west bound lane 

and struck another unloaded log truck head-on. Employee #1 and the other 

driver were injured. Employee #1 was seriously injured and transported to a 

hospital in Portland. The other driver was treated and released at a local 

hospital.

11/17/2009 313461428 43 No Yes Fracture Lower

leg(s)

Other Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Insufficient or

lack of written

work practices

program

STRUCK BY TREE:  The victim was part of a road crew that was falling 

danger trees along side a county road. The victim was falling a danger tree 

when he cut the tree off the stump. The tree sat on the victim's saw bar, and 

while trying to free the saw, the victim was struck by the tree.

11/14/2009 313952244 66 No Yes Burn

(chemical)

Arms(s) -

multiple

Chemical

(liquids or

vapors)

Chemical

action/reacti

on exposure

Other SKIN BURN: A sanitation worker (cleaning staff) suffered serious skin burns 

to his right shoulder and upper arm. The burns occurred after the employee 

got down onto the floor to clean the underside of vegetable tank in the 

Cabbage Room or Vegetable Clean Room of the plant. After laying down on 

the floor on is back, shoulder, and, upper arm; the victim experience an 

immediate burning sensation. He suffered serious skin burns on the areas of 

his body where his clothing was saturated by the liquid on the floor. He was 

taken to the hospital emergency room and was admitted to the burn unit. He 

remained at the hospital for several days, and was unable to return to work 

for more than two weeks.
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11/10/2009 313951774 20 No No Cut or

laceration

Multiple Firearm Flying object

action

Other SHOOTING:  A lone assailant armed with several firearms entered the 

business and opened fire killing one worker and causing serious injury to two 

others.

11/10/2009 313951774 63 No Yes Other Multiple Firearm Flying object

action

Other SHOOTING:  A lone assailant armed with several firearms entered the 

business and opened fire killing one worker and causing serious injury to two 

others.

11/10/2009 313951774 39 Yes No Other Multiple Firearm Flying object

action

Other SHOOTING:  A lone assailant armed with several firearms entered the 

business and opened fire killing one worker and causing serious injury to two 

others.

11/10/2009 313772014 36 No Yes Fracture Head Working

surface

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Malfunctin of

neuro-muscular

system

FALL:  Employee was erecting a Christmas Tree on top of a display unit. The 

employee was working approximately eight feet off the ground. Employee 

stood up and fell never making a sound or trying to catch himself during the 

fall.

11/9/2009 313461220 46 No Yes Fracture Back Other Other Safety devices

removed or

inoperative

25 FALL TO LOWER LEVEL:  Victim was in the process of weathering in the 

chimney flues was tied off then un hooked his fall protection walked across 

the roof lost his footing and slid down the roof over the eave and fell 25 feet 6 

inches to the dirt ground.

11/9/2009 313953614 58 No Yes Fracture Face Buildings Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Insufficient or

lack of written

work practices

program

FALL TO LOWER LEVEL:  Employee was decending ladder and stumbled 

from one rung. The employee fell between two of the unprotected rafters and 

through the 1/2 inch sheetrock ceiling landing 13 feet below. The employee 

suffered broken facial bones and laceration to the right knee.

11/5/2009 313677502 37 No Yes Fracture Head Machine Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Malfunction of

procedure for

lock-out tag-out

STRUCK BY SAW BLADE:  The victim was in the process of using a chop 

saw with an approximate 60 inch blade to trim logs. The 4 belts driving the 

saw, shed one of the belts. The victim stopped the saw and belts, climbed in 

behind the metal cage/guard and tried to place the belt back on the pulley. 

He slipped, struck his head on the stationary saw blade and fell 

approximately 5 feet onto an active conveyor, which took him toward the 

chipper. He managed to scramble from the conveyor and return to the 

operators station. At this time he called the mill manager for medical 

assistance.

11/4/2009 313951972 50 No Yes Fracture Arms(s) -

multiple

Machine Catch point

or puncture

action

Malfunction of

procedure for

lock-out tag-out

CAUGHT IN MACHINE:  Employee was operating a drill press when his 

glove on his left hand was grabbed by the extruder.The left hand and arm 

wrapped around the extruder resulting in compound fractures to the left lower 

arm.
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11/2/2009 313951691 32 No Yes Other Back Buildings Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

FALL  FROM SCAFFOLDING:  Employee fell from a scaffolding system 

while the employees were in the process of dismantling the structure. The 

employee fell approximately 20 feet to the ground below. The victim was 

attempting to descend the scaffolding ladder when he fell. The victim was in 

the transition from the scaffolding to the ladder when he fell.

10/27/2009 313545543 38 No Yes Fracture Hand(s) Materials

handling

equipment

Squeeze

point action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

CAUGHT IN:  Employee #1 was operating a trash compactor. Due to the 

condition of the compactor, it was operated with the access door wide open. 

The interlock switch bypassed and guards were removed. The plate that 

prevents the garbage from falling behind the compacting ram caught and 

separated from the ram. This left a gap between the ram and plate. 

Employee #1 reached in the compactor area and picked up on the plate as 

the ram returned. The ram caught his fingers on his right hand between the 

ram and plate crushing the ends of his fingers. After the accident, the 

employee went into the building and informed the supervisor of the  accident. 

He was transported by a private vehicle to the hospital and was admitted.

10/27/2009 313677189 45 No Yes Puncture Abdomen Other Flying object

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK BY A PIECE OF WOOD:  An employee was impaled through the 

mid section by a piece of wood while engaged in yarder logging activity. The 

employee was impaled when a top portion of a log fell out of the turn of logs 

that was moving towards the carriage and struck him. The turn of logs was 

partially suspended approximately 30 feet in the air when the top portion fell 

out.

10/25/2009 313545907 45 No Yes Fracture Foot, feet,

toes or

ankle(s)

Working

surface

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

8 FALL TO LOWER LEVEL:   An employee working from a deck below the 

supervisor handed a window to the supervisor who was on the roof. The 

employee climbed the ladder to assist the supervisor. The employee who 

was working below, but on the same level of the pitched roof though the 

window was going to drop/fall on him. The employee jumped from the roof 

approximately 8 feet to the deck below sustaining serious injuries to the 

ankles and feet.

10/24/2009 313545667 47 No Yes Asphyxia Body

system

Chemical

(liquids or

vapors)

Gas,

vapor,mist,

fume, dust,

etc.

condition

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING:  An employee working at a water 

treatment plant using a gas powered pump to drain and remove sediment 

from an open top inlet tank was overcome by carbon monoxide. The engine 

had been running approximately 10 feet inside an open door to the building 

and the employee began to suffer symptoms while on an approximate 8 foot 

ladder observing the suction end of the hose in the tank. Once off the ladder 

he lost conciousness adjacent the open door for approximately 2 hours.
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10/19/2009 313950602 40 No Yes Amputation Finger(s) Machine Catch point

or puncture

action

Safety devices

removed or

inoperative

CAUGHT IN:  A saw operator reached under a moving bandsaw blade to 

remove a piece of material. The un-used portion of the blade was missing a 

guard. His glove on the left hand was caught by the saw and his hand was 

momentarily caught between the saw blade and the surface below. The saw 

cut down to the bone along the knuckles of his hand, and the three outer 

fingers and part of his hand were later amputated at the hospital.

10/17/2009 313545360 46 Yes No Asphyxia Head Motor

vehicle

(industrial)

Catch point

or puncture

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

FALL:   Employee was walking toward Logan onion harvester and 

tractor/trailer and went around the south side of the farm field tractor that was 

pulling a large onion harvester trailer. The employee jumped or crawled over 

the fifth wheel dolly and tripped onto the ground. The left front dual tires ran 

over his body starting at feet/knees and rolled straight over abdomen, torso 

and head killing the employee.

10/13/2009 313771073 59 Yes No Asphyxia Chest Materials

handling

equipment

Materials

handling

equipment or

method

Procedure for

handling

materials not

appropriate for

task

CAUGHT-IN:  The victim was operating a Hazel nut harvester to harvest 

Hazel nuts. The victim had apparently stopped at the end of the harvested 

row and got off the tractor and walked back past the nut harvester machine to 

the 3.5T nut bin trailer, the victim had not turned off the hydraulic system 

when he left the operators seat. The 3.5T tote bin has 2 horizontal rotating 

augers that move the nuts to the rear of the trailer when the bin is close to 

full. The victim was found a few minutes later with his upper body face down 

in the nut bin,between the bin wall and the auger. The victims coat and sweat 

shirt were wrapped so tight around the auger that the victim was determined 

to have suffocated.

10/12/2009 313950669 64 No Yes Concussion Multiple Working

surface

Illumination Other FALL:  Worker fell from the top step of the stairwell.

10/12/2009 313771156 27 No Yes Other Multiple Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Other Other TRAFFIC ACCIDENT.:  The police officer/victim was running radar on 

Highway 58 at the east end of town, when a vehicle came through at a speed 

of 64 mph in a 35 mph zone. The police officer/victim proceeded after the 

speeding vehicle to initiate a traffic stop. The victim/police officer had his 

lights and siren on. As the officer/victim came to a three-way intersection in 

town with a set of stop lights, another vehicle attempted to pull in front of the 

officer/victim's police car. The two cars collided and sent the police 

officer/victim's car into a metal light pole. The victim/police officer sustained 

serious injuries, but returned home a few days later. The victim of the other 

car was fatally injured.
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10/7/2009 313676454 53 No Yes Fracture Multiple Machine Squeeze

point action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

CAUGHT BETWEEN: The victim and a coworker, were in the process of 

replacing a bridge belt. The belt being replaced was located above splicing 

equipment. This splicing process is such that it will start up when a roll runs 

out. The roll stands were not locked out. The victim was caught between the 

dancer roll and the splicer rollers. The employee received broken ribs, a 

lacerated liver and severe bruising of his torso.

10/7/2009 313770976 54 No No Fracture Foot, feet,

toes or

ankle(s)

Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Other Other STRUCK BY VEHICLE:  The victim was flagging for a road construction site. 

The flagger was standing in front of and beside the driver's side of a stopped 

vehicle. A speeding motorist attempted to skid to a stop and veered beside 

the passenger side of the stopped vehicle. After discovering the speeding 

motorist was not going to be able to stop, the victim attempted to leap over 

the guard rail and was struck by the out of control vehicle.

10/6/2009 313478851 49 No No Burn

(chemical)

Lung Chemical

(liquids or

vapors)

Gas,

vapor,mist,

fume, dust,

etc.

condition

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

CHLORINE OVEREXPOSURE:  The plant operator was using a portable 

pump to transfer sodium hypochlorite from tank #2 to tank #1. One of the 

hoses on the pump came loose and sodium hypochlorite spilled onto the floor 

of the feed pump room. Several gallons were spilled before the operator 

realized the problem and turned off the pump. The normal procedure when 

sodium hypochlorite is spilled at the plant is to diluted it with water and sweep 

it out the door of the pump room. However, the operator decided try using the 

ascorbic acid de-chlorination procedure on the spill. Ascorbic acid was on 

site. He sprinkled powdered ascorbic acid over the spilled sodium 

hypochlorite. A reaction occurred between the chemicals and chlorine gas 

was liberated. The operator was overcome by the vapors and experienced 

severe irritation to his upper respirator track. He immediately evacuated the 

room and turned on the ventilation system. He was working alone

10/6/2009 313951204 22 No Yes Amputation Leg(s) Other Flying object

action

Other STRUCK BY LOG:  The rigging crew had just set a turn and was going ahead 

on the sky-car. A choked log got hung up on a stump, causing the log to up-

end, striking the employee in the left leg. 

10/5/2009 313460628 52 No Yes Burn

(chemical)

Back Cleaning

compound

Temperature

above or

below

tolerance

level

Insufficient or

lack of

protective wrok

clothing and

equipment

FALL INTO HOT WATER AND CHEMICALS: The employee was cleaning 

out the line #8 fryer with hot water and caustics when he slipped on the wet 

floor and received burns on his back and forearms.

9/28/2009 313544835 26 Yes No Asphyxia Chest Motor

vehicle

(industrial)

Materials

handling

equipment or

method

Safety devices

removed or

inoperative

MVA:  An employee was driving a Case Tractor with trailer down an incline 

with a load of rock/shale. He braked and turned sharply to the right. It 

appears the momentum of the tractor and trailer caused the tractor to roll 3/4 

of the way over ejecting the victim. The right side tire trapped the victim and 

caused him to expire from traumatic asphyxiation.
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9/28/2009 313676207 53 No Yes Fracture Body

system

Motor

vehicle

(industrial)

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Distracting

actions by

others

ROLL OVER:  The victim was in the process of operating a Suzuki Four 

wheel ATV, when it turned over seriously injuring the victim.

9/26/2009 313478034 55 Yes No Fracture Multiple Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Squeeze

point action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

RAN OVER BY VEHICLE:  A traffic flagger was struck by a dump truck 

backing into position to offload asphalt on a street paving project.

9/16/2009 313477531 24 No Yes Fracture Leg(s) Other Flying object

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK BY PIECE OF CEMENT:  An excavator was attempting to remove 

an approximate 7 foot piece of concrete curb/gutter. The concrete piece was 

being lifted approximately 1 1/2 feet from one end, it broke loose from the 

asphalt and rotated end over end towards employee on ground approximately 

6 feet away from end not being lifted by excavator. The piece struck the 

employee in the right leg. The right leg was broken in two places.

9/15/2009 313477267 43 Yes No Fracture Back Working

surface

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

FALL FROM ROOF:  A service technician was moving a satellite dish on a 

customer's roof when he lost his balance and slid down the roof and then fell 

approximately 10 feet to the ground below.

9/11/2009 313675811 30 No Yes Fracture Leg(s) Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Pinch point

action

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

STRUCK BY:  The victim was in the process of loading a box van trailer. He 

was on the inside of the trailer when upon exiting his foot slipped between the 

edge of the dock and the trailer. He became stuck with his right leg wedged 

to the groin. The employees tried in vain to release his leg. The supervisor 

informed a line driver to hook up to the trailer and move it forward. After the 

driver hooked-up the trailer and attempted to move forward the trailer rolled 

back onto the dock crushing the victims right femur.

9/11/2009 313457442 26 No Yes Fracture Leg(s) Materials

handling

equipment

Catch point

or puncture

action

Malfunction of

procedure for

lock-out tag-out

CAUGHT IN CONVEYOR:  Evidence indicates an employee slipped on 

granules of fertilizer while stepping across a pit housing a flat chain conveyor. 

He fell onto the conveyor, catching his left leg in a sprocket mounted to a 

horizontal shaft. The sprocket held down the chain to keep it in place. Proper 

lockout procedures were not followed and the sprocket was not guarded.

9/10/2009 313770778 18 No Yes Amputation Finger(s) Machine Shear point

action

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

AMPUTATION: Employee left thumb came in contact with the saw blade of a 

jump saw. The Thumb was cut just above the last knuckle and the lower 

portion of the nail. There were no witnesses to the event. Employee was 

temp employee at the location and was taken to the hospital by the temp 

service approximately one hour later.
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9/9/2009 313544223 52 No Yes Cut or

laceration

Finger(s) Machine Catch point

or puncture

action

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

CONTACT WITH ROUTER: An employee was setting up a production run on 

a C-N-C Shoda router. He locked in a wood blank into the hold down jig and 

started the measurement/scribe cycle of the computer guided router. The 

employee stopped the router head in mid-cycle and attempted to take a 

measurement. His hand/fingers made contact with the spinning router bit. 

The employee pulled his hand out and went for first aid.

9/3/2009 313544314 31 Yes No Puncture Chest Firearm Flying object

action

Other HOMICIDE:  The victim was bartending and was shot during a robbery.

9/2/2009 313675498 37 No No Poisoning

(systemic)

Blood Gases Materials

handling

equipment or

method

Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING:  Two employees were preparing to 

remove the cement floor in an enclosed shower room. The victim operated a 

gas powered concrete cutting saw, approximately 20-30 minutes before being 

overcome. The victim was given oxygen priopr to emergency services arrival 

and during transport to the hospital where blood tests revealed a 

carboxyhemoglobin of 29.9 The victim was transported to Providence Medical 

Center and was hospitalized and treated in the hyperbaric chamber.

9/2/2009 313675498 28 No Yes Poisoning

(systemic)

Blood Gases Materials

handling

equipment or

method

Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING:  Two employees were preparing to 

remove the cement floor in an enclosed shower room. The victim operated a 

gas powered concrete cutting saw, approximately 20-30 minutes before being 

overcome. The victim was given oxygen priopr to emergency services arrival 

and during transport to the hospital where blood tests revealed a 

carboxyhemoglobin of 29.9 The victim was transported to Providence Medical 

Center and was hospitalized and treated in the hyperbaric chamber.

8/26/2009 313459224 53 Yes No Puncture Abdomen Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Squeeze

point action

Other MVA:  Victim driving a log truck with a full load of logs when his truck went off 

the road heading north on Hwy 97. The truck turned onto the drivers side 

hitting a tree and impaling the trucks cab. The victim was fatally injured.

8/24/2009 313476590 35 No Yes Fracture Wrist(s) Machine Squeeze

point action

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

STRUCK BY FALLING OBJECT:   The millwright worker was adjusting the 

roller after replacing the gears on the planer machine. The roller was stuck so 

the worker tried to tap the stuck part of the roller with a hammer and by doing 

so the gear and roller dropped down trapping his hand between gears. This 

resulted in a fractured right wrist.

8/21/2009 313476525 40 No Yes Fracture Chest Working

surface

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Malfunction of

procedure for

securing

operation or

warning of

hazardous

situation

6 FALL FROM SCAFFOLDING:  The worker fell from the scaffold while he was 

cleaning the ceiling, approximately 6ft 11 inches in heigh. This resulted in 

fractured ribs.



Oregon OSHA accident investigation data

Where the Inspection Open Date is Between 1/1/2009 and 12/31/2009

8/19/2009 313543852 47 Yes No Bruise,

contusion,

abrasion

Body

system

Machine Squeeze

point action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

MVA:   A truck driver lost control of the tractor and trailer combination while 

attempting to negotiate a right turning corner while fully loaded with cinder.

8/17/2009 313475725 29 No Yes Fracture Body

system

Other Other Safety devices

removed or

inoperative

50 FALL FROM TREE.:  The employee was climbing a Fir tree to top it and 

chunk it down. The employee was using two flip lines. The employee passed 

his second line up and around the tree, and connected his flip- line to his D-

ring. When he released his bottom line, the upper flip-line latch did not close 

the gate, allowing the latch to separate from the D-ring, allowing the 

employee to fall approximately 56 feet to the ground.

8/17/2009 313475402 68 No Yes Other Back Hoisting

apparatus

Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Safety devices

removed or

inoperative

CAUGHT BETWEEN:   A utility worker in the presence of another utility 

worker and supervisor, were tasked to remove a Genie AWP-36S manually 

propelled elevating aerial platform form the tennis court, but because the 

platform was to high to fit through the door, it was decided that the employee 

provide leverage so that the mast could be collapsed in order for it to fit 

through the doorway. While injured employee was under the mast supporting 

it, the supervisor pulled the retaining pin on the support strut and all of the 

weight came down on the injured employee's back.

8/17/2009 313475725 29 No Yes Fracture Body

system

Other Other Safety devices

removed or

inoperative

FALL FROM TREE:  The employee was in the process of chuncking a tree 

down, when his latch unhooked, letting him free fall 55 feet to lower  evels.

8/13/2009 312709173 40 No Yes Fracture Multiple Other Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK BY FALLING OBJECT:  The victim was hand falling timber on 

steep ground. The victim was preparing to fall a hemlock tree that had a 

maple tree leaning out into it. The maple tree had limbs that were reaching 

into the limbs of the hemlock. The victim decided to make his escape path to 

his right and thought the maple would separate from the hemlock as it fell 

down the hill. The victim put the face and back cut in the tree. As the tree 

started to fall in the intended direction, he turned and started his escape. As 

the victim cleared an old buckskin log, the top of the maple broke off and 

stuck the victim in the shoulder and head. The victim continued to try and get 

out of the way and realized he was hurt. He called on the two-way radio to his 

cutting partner who was just around the corner. The victim's partner could not 

hear the radio because of his saw noise. The hook tender of the logging crew 

was on the same channel. The hook tender heard the victim's call for help 

and started the emergency action plan. The victim was transported to the 

hospital and was treated for head and neck injuries.



Oregon OSHA accident investigation data

Where the Inspection Open Date is Between 1/1/2009 and 12/31/2009

8/7/2009 313475212 25 No Yes Dislocation Leg(s) Other Other Safety devices

removed or

inoperative

18 FALL FROM ROOF:  The victim was accessing a roof approximatley 18 feet 

from the ground when he fell. The victim suffered from a broken hip socket.

8/7/2009 312719891 59 No Yes Fracture Arms(s) -

multiple

Working

surface

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Safety devices

removed or

inoperative

FALL:  A sanitation employee leaned up against a moveable railing that he 

thought was bolted together, when it suddenly gave way, causing him to fall 

approximately 9-feet to the cement floor below. Apparently, the moveable 

railing had not been bolted together. The injuries he sustained was a broken 

left elbow and a dislocated right middle finger.

8/7/2009 312708910 59 Yes No Other Multiple Motor

vehicle

(industrial)

Other Other MVA:  The log truck driver was traveling on a gravel road down an 

approximate 8grade when he left the road. The log truck wreck, caught fire, 

and burned along with the driver.

8/7/2009 313458879 19 No Yes Fracture Head Machine Pinch point

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

CAUGHT IN EQUIPMENT:  Victim was operating a lumber stacker and 

attempted to reach through a guard rail system to straighten up boards in a 

unit being moved on the lower rollcase. The catwalk system is raised by 

manual control out of the way when moving the lumber unit out of the 

stacker. The catwalk releases automatically to reset in the down position. 

Victims head was caught between a section of the main framing of the 

stacker and the mid rail of the guardrail system on the catwalk. Victim 

received a laceration on the back of his head and a multiple fracture of the 

jaw. Multiple teeth were displaced. He managed to free him self during the 

cycle of the equipment. Employees contacted the emergency services and 

provide first aid until the victim was transported to the hospital.

8/7/2009 312719891 59 No Yes Fracture Arms(s) -

multiple

Other Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Safety devices

removed or

inoperative

FALL TO LOWER LEVEL:   The victim stated that he is assigned specific 

areas to clean up at this facility and this was one of the areas assigned to 

him to clean up that night. He went to this particular area to start cleaning. He 

stated that he began power washing the floor with a water hose and the 

victim stated he is not sure exactly how he fell. He said that he either tripped 

or leaned up against the guardrail when it gave way, causing him to fall 

approximately 9' 2" to the concrete floor below. The injuries that he sustained 

from this fall was a broken left elbow, broken right wrist, and a dislocated 

middle finger on his right hand.

8/5/2009 313456550 57 No Yes Fracture Back Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Other Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK BY VEHICLE:  An employee working with a paint crew striping a 

highway was struck by a motorist. Evidence indicates the motorist disobeyed 

traffic warnings in a work zone by passing vehicles. The injured employee 

had exited his vehicle to flag down the motorist when he was struck. He 

received numerous bruises and a fractured tailbone.



Oregon OSHA accident investigation data

Where the Inspection Open Date is Between 1/1/2009 and 12/31/2009

8/4/2009 313474355 25 No Yes Fracture Multiple Working

surface

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Malfunction of

procedure for

securing

operation or

warning of

hazardous

situation

20 FALL TO LOWER LEVEL:  Employee was sweeping debris from the roof 

after tear off, and lifted a piece of plywood that was covering a hole in the 

deck. The employee stepped into the hole, and fell approximately 20 feet to 

concrete below. The plywood was placed over a hole that measured 

approximately 24"x24". The plywood was not secured, or labeled with "hole."

8/4/2009 312719743 49 No Yes Fracture Leg(s) Metal

products

Catch point

or puncture

action

Safety devices

removed or

inoperative

CRUSHED BY A GATE:  The victim was in the process of painting a security 

gate which was approximately 26-foot long and 7 foot high made of steel. An 

approximate weight of 2000 lbs. The victim opened the gate to the fullest 

extent, but it had not been secured in the track at the top. It fell on him 

crushing his right leg.

8/3/2009 313543399 20 Yes No Other Body

system

Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Catch point

or puncture

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

MVA:   An employee was driving down a BLM road in a 1959 Kenworth water-

tanker fire truck and attempted to turn northeast onto Hwy 62, lost control, 

rolled the vehicle approximately two times resulting in a fatality.

8/1/2009 313474397 45 No Yes Fracture Foot, feet,

toes or

ankle(s)

Motor

vehicle

(industrial)

Other Safety devices

removed or

inoperative

EMT EMPLOYEE STRUCK BY RACE CAR:  An emergency medical 

technician staged at the racetrack infield was struck from behind by a race 

car that spun out of control.

7/31/2009 313473779 31 No Yes Fracture Multiple Working

surface

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

30 FALL FROM ROOF:  A roofer fell approximately 30 feet to the ground below 

the roof surface he was working on.

7/28/2009 312708605 38 No Yes Fracture Wrist(s) Working

surface

Other Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

7 FALL FROM SCAFFOLD:  The victim was installing a weather barrier on the 

exterior wall of a structure while standing on the platform of a scaffold. The 

victim fell approximately 7 feet to the ground.

7/27/2009 313473514 21 No Yes Fracture Hand(s) Materials

handling

equipment

Materials

handling

equipment or

method

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

HAND CRUSHED BETWEEN WALL AND FORKLIFT:   The forklift driver 

entered the canning barn through the east door and set down the forklift load. 

He began to drive towards the north door of the barn with the forks down and 

no load, but when he realized that his way was blocked he turned the forklift 

to exit out of the east door. The floor was damp with a layer of dirt on cement 

and the driver lost control of the forklift. It slid into the north wall. The driver's 

left hand was outside of the frame of the forklift and was smashed between 

the rearview mirror support on the left side of the forklift and the metal 

support beam of the wall. His left ring finger was broken and he sustained 

other damage to his left hand. The forklift driver was wearing his seatbelt 

when the incident occurred.



Oregon OSHA accident investigation data

Where the Inspection Open Date is Between 1/1/2009 and 12/31/2009

7/27/2009 312719727 25 No Yes Amputation Finger(s) Machine Squeeze

point action

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

AMPUTATED RIGHT INDEX FINGER:  The victim was in the process of 

cutting scrap sheets of 1/8-inch x 8-foot x 4-foot sheets of plastic with a panel 

saw. A small piece of the plastic measuring approximately 1 inch wide by 12-

inches long, hung up behind the saw blade and in the throat of the vacuum 

waste hose. He reached out to clear the piece, touched the spinning 16-inch 

blade and amputated his right index finger.

7/24/2009 312708514 25 No Yes Other Lung Chemical

(liquids or

vapors)

Chemical

action/reacti

on exposure

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

POSSIBLE INHALATION OF HYDROFLUORIC ACID: Employee in 

laboratory noticed throat irritation ater dumping 5 mils of 48 hydrofluric acid 

into sink. The employee was evaluated by emergency medical technician, 

and then transported to hospital. She was treated and released, then she 

returned and was admitted over night for treatment and observation.

7/23/2009 312719529 45 No Yes Fracture Back Materials

handling

equipment

Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Procedure for

handling

materials not

appropriate for

task

HEAVY BAG OF SILICA SAND DROPPED ON WORKER: The accident 

victim was crouched underneath a 3000 lb. bag of silica sand, suspended by 

a backhoe with a forklift attachment. He was in the process of untying a spout 

to pour the sand into a recently drilled water well. The backhoe operator 

exited the backhoe and bumped a lever that immediately lowered the 

suspended bag onto the worker. The worker's upper body was pinned 

between the bag and a metal chute that shuttled sand into the well.

7/23/2009 313473373 30 No Yes Amputation Finger(s) Machine Other Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

AMPUTATION (THREE FINGERS):  A wood cabinet installer was installing a 

bathroom sink cabinet at a new residential construction site. He was cutting a 

1 inch strip from a 34 inch by 33 inch square of 5/8th inch cabinet grade 

plywood. The saw was not equipped with a hood guard and the blade was 

adjusted to its maximum height. The saw was the property of another 

contractor on site who was using this setup for plunge cutting window 

casings. The cabinet installer did not have permission to use the saw. The 

cabinet installer was cutting the plywood from the wrong side of the blade, 

with the 1 inch cutoff piece against the fence. When the kerf exited the 

plywood panel, the larger portion held by the installer was no longer secured 

against the fence. The installer lost control of the plywood and his right hand 

contacted the saw blade. He amputated his middle, ring and small fingers.

7/23/2009 313473787 45 No Yes Fracture Chest Working

surface

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Distracting

actions by

others

20 FALL FROM SCAFFOLD:  An employee was in the process of erecting the 

third level of a supported scaffold system. The employee answered his cell 

phone while walking to the east end of scaffold to secure handrails being 

installed. The employee fell from approximately 20 feet to ground below. 

Injuring his ribs and wrist.



Oregon OSHA accident investigation data

Where the Inspection Open Date is Between 1/1/2009 and 12/31/2009

7/22/2009 313458325 49 Yes No Other Head Other Other Insufficient or

lack of

protective wrok

clothing and

equipment

MVA:  The victim was working alone riding a four wheel ATV to perform 

irrigation duties. The victim had apparently finished the irrigation run and was 

returning, when the victim lost control of the ATV, which rolled over and on 

top of the victim.

7/21/2009 313473258 40 No Yes Cut or

laceration

Neck Hand tool

(powered)

Other Malfunction of

procedure for

securing

operation or

warning of

hazardous

situation

NECK LACERATION DUE TO SAW KICK BACK.: Employee was cutting a 

concrete pipe with a large guarded reciprocating saw when the saw kicked 

back and struck the employee in the neck, causing a laceration to the neck.

7/21/2009 313472961 41 No Yes Fracture Back Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Pinch point

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK BY VEHICLE:  Victim was conducting pre trip of mixer truck. As 

victim lowered the rear boosters for inspection, the mixer moved forward. The 

victim than ran towards the moving truck and jumped onto the steps between 

the opened driver's door. At this time the mixer hit a parked truck and the 

victim was hit by the door and fell to the ground.

7/21/2009 313543019 52 No Yes Fracture Chest Other Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK BY: The employee was attempting to fall a Douglas Fir tree. Prior 

to finishing the back-cut he placed a wedge in the back-cut, which then 

pinched the bar on the chain saw. The employee attempting to free the bar 

inadvertently cut some of the holding wood. The tree fell side ways striking 

another tree. The butt of the tree being felled kick back striking the employee.

7/21/2009 312719453 60 No Yes Fracture Hip(s) Working

surface

Other Malfunctin of

neuro-muscular

system

FALL TO FLOOR SAME LEVEL:  The victim was practicing kick deflections 

during a defensive tactics training. She turned and lost her footing and fell on 

the concrete floor and broke her hip.

7/20/2009 313542961 40 Yes No Fracture Multiple Dirt, sand,

stone

Flying object

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK BY ROCK:  A logging complany was engaged in logging a clear cut 

unit of old growth timber on private lands. A Berger yarder was in use w/a 

standing skyline and Bowman skycar. Yarding distance was about 600' over 

very steep and rocky terrain. At approximately 10:30 am, Emp #1 was 

preparing to buck a large tree that laid about 90' from the skyline. He and the 

hooktender proceeded to the log after a one log turn was landed at the 

landing. Emp #1 started to buck the log as the hooktender positioned himself 

about 50' uphill to serve as a spotter for rolling rocks or other material. As 

Emp #1 started to buck the log, the two chokersetters who were positioned 

on the other side of the skyline, saw a large rock rolling towards them and 

started yelling at Emp #1. He could not hear them due to the chain saw 

noise. The rock struck Emp #1 in the lower back and caused severe trauma. 



Oregon OSHA accident investigation data

Where the Inspection Open Date is Between 1/1/2009 and 12/31/2009

7/14/2009 312708142 27 No Yes Fracture Multiple Ladder Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

20 FALL: The accident victim was working on a 6 foot scaffold with a 16

foot extension ladder set up on the scaffold platform. The victim was 

attempting to nail sheathing approximately 14 feet up the ladder when the 

scaffold tipped over. The victim fell to the concrete.

7/14/2009 313458135 49 No Yes Fracture Multiple Materials

handling

equipment

Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Procedure for

handling

materials not

appropriate for

task

STRUCK-BY:  The victim was involved in the process of loading utility poles 

onto a trailer. After loading the fourth pole, the victim was helping to get the 

rigging chain free of the pole, when the pole came off the trailer, and struck 

the victim.

7/13/2009 313472565 40 No Yes Fracture Body

system

Buildings Other Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

FALL:  The employee was in process of cleaning debris from a roof and was 

holding onto a board nailed across a dormer window and while at the toe 

board was leaning to clean a gutter when the board came off the window and 

the employee fell to the lower level. The employee fell approximately 10 feet 

4 inches landing on his left side injuring his left hip. The employee was 

transported to Meridian Park Hospital for treatment and transferred to 

Emanual Hospital and admitted.

7/12/2009 312719123 33 No Yes Poisoning

(systemic)

Lung Gases Gas,

vapor,mist,

fume, dust,

etc.

condition

Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

INHALATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE:  The victims were overcome by 

carbon monoxide poisoning as result of operating two propane operated 

forklifts inside enclosed warehouse.

7/12/2009 312719123 55 No Yes Poisoning

(systemic)

Lung Gases Gas,

vapor,mist,

fume, dust,

etc.

condition

Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

INHALATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE:  The victims were overcome by 

carbon monoxide poisoning as result of operating two propane operated 

forklifts inside enclosed warehouse.

7/12/2009 312719123 26 No Yes Poisoning

(systemic)

Lung Gases Gas,

vapor,mist,

fume, dust,

etc.

condition

Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

INHALATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE:  The victims were overcome by 

carbon monoxide poisoning as result of operating two propane operated 

forklifts inside enclosed warehouse.

7/12/2009 312719149 19 No Yes Poisoning

(systemic)

Lung Gases Gas,

vapor,mist,

fume, dust,

etc.

condition

Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

INHALATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE:  The victims were overcome by 

carbon monoxide poisoning as result of operating two propane operated 

forklifts inside enclosed warehouse.

7/12/2009 312719149 20 No Yes Poisoning

(systemic)

Lung Gases Gas,

vapor,mist,

fume, dust,

etc.

condition

Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

INHALATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE:  The victims were overcome by 

carbon monoxide poisoning as result of operating two propane operated 

forklifts inside enclosed warehouse.



Oregon OSHA accident investigation data

Where the Inspection Open Date is Between 1/1/2009 and 12/31/2009

7/12/2009 312719149 29 No Yes Poisoning

(systemic)

Lung Gases Gas,

vapor,mist,

fume, dust,

etc.

condition

Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

INHALATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE:  The victims were overcome by 

carbon monoxide poisoning as result of operating two propane operated 

forklifts inside enclosed warehouse.

7/12/2009 312719149 20 No Yes Poisoning

(systemic)

Lung Gases Gas,

vapor,mist,

fume, dust,

etc.

condition

Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

INHALATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE:  The victims were overcome by 

carbon monoxide poisoning as result of operating two propane operated 

forklifts inside enclosed warehouse.

7/12/2009 312719149 29 No Yes Poisoning

(systemic)

Lung Gases Gas,

vapor,mist,

fume, dust,

etc.

condition

Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

INHALATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE:  The victims were overcome by 

carbon monoxide poisoning as result of operating two propane operated 

forklifts inside enclosed warehouse.

7/12/2009 312719149 21 No Yes Poisoning

(systemic)

Lung Gases Gas,

vapor,mist,

fume, dust,

etc.

condition

Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

INHALATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE:  The victims were overcome by 

carbon monoxide poisoning as result of operating two propane operated 

forklifts inside enclosed warehouse.

7/12/2009 312719123 33 No Yes Poisoning

(systemic)

Lung Gases Gas,

vapor,mist,

fume, dust,

etc.

condition

Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

INHALATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE:  The victims were overcome by 

carbon monoxide poisoning as result of operating two propane operated 

forklifts inside enclosed warehouse.

7/12/2009 312719123 60 No Yes Poisoning

(systemic)

Lung Gases Gas,

vapor,mist,

fume, dust,

etc.

condition

Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

INHALATION OF CARBON MONOXIDE:  The victims were overcome by 

carbon monoxide poisoning as result of operating two propane operated 

forklifts inside enclosed warehouse.

7/11/2009 313458200 26 Yes No Other Body

system

Other Temperature

above or

below

tolerance

level

Malfunction of

perception

system with

respect to task

environment

 FARMWORKER ILL,LEFT WORK, FOUND DEAD IN ROAD:  Worker 

became tired, coworkers had worker rest in shade and drink water and wait 

for a few minutes as it was the end of the workday, worker did not wait and 

left the workplace to walk home. Victim was found unconsious and seizing in 

a ditch 1/4 mile from workplace. Supervisor was not notified the worker left.



Oregon OSHA accident investigation data

Where the Inspection Open Date is Between 1/1/2009 and 12/31/2009

7/10/2009 313458150 36 No Yes Fracture Back Materials

handling

equipment

Squeeze

point action

Malfunction of

procedure for

securing

operation or

warning of

hazardous

situation

CAUGHT IN CONVEYOR FEED SYSTEM:  Victim was clearing a plug up at 

the transfer point between conveyor. Conveyor he was standing on started. 

Victim was pulled into and opening approximately 16 inches in height. Victim 

passed through under four location the same height by being rolled and 

crushed. The victim then grabbed a guardrail and after having the conveyor 

shut off by other employees climbed over the rail into a catwalk and then 

exited the location down a ladder approximately 18 feet in length. Victim then 

sat down and was treated on site. The victim was then transported to the 

hospital by private vehicle and admitted through the emergency room 

services. Treated for a fractured vertebrae in addition to multiple lacerations 

and abrasions on his body.

7/6/2009 312708027 26 No Yes Bruise,

contusion,

abrasion

Abdomen Other Other Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

LOGGING STRUCK BY:  The crew was Yarder Logging tree length timber on 

a clear cut unit. A log struck a stump an spun up the hill hitting one of the 

crew members.

7/2/2009 312718877 48 No Yes Fracture Body

system

Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Materials

handling

equipment or

method

Procedure for

handling

materials not

appropriate for

task

RAN OVER BY VEHICLE:  The victim was in the process of helping the 

employer take a vehicle with a broken lower front ball joint into the service 

bay of the garage. The victim placed a 3 1/2 ton jack under the front axle, 

while the employer started the vehicle placed it in gear then drove at 

approximately 2-3 miles per hour across the yard and into the shop. As they 

entered the service bay door, the vehicle accelerated and ran over the victim.

7/1/2009 313542458 43 No Yes Cut or

laceration

Head Motor

vehicle

(industrial)

Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Procedure for

handling

materials not

appropriate for

task

STRUCK BY:  A crane operator was struck on the head by the Jib when 3 of 

the 4 pins were removed on the Jib section. The operator was struck when 

attempting to stow the Jib section.

6/24/2009 312707714 24 No Yes Fracture Back Other Other Other FALL FROM TREE:  The victim was climbing a Doug Fir tree preparing the 

tree for full removal. The limb broke that was supporting the victims safety 

line. The victim fell approximately 25' to hard packed dirt and scattered tree 

limbs. The victim sustained three broken bones in his back.

6/17/2009 313470916 63 Yes No Other Multiple Machine Catch point

or puncture

action

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

CAUGHT-IN:  The victim was polishing the radii on the 'A' end shaft to 

remove cracks and high spots when his coveralls became intangled with a 

rotating cat head bolt pulling the victim into the rotating shaft resulting in a 

fatal

injury.



Oregon OSHA accident investigation data

Where the Inspection Open Date is Between 1/1/2009 and 12/31/2009

6/13/2009 312718471 63 No Yes Concussion Head Ladder Other Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

FELL TO LOWER LEVEL:   A customer brought in a RV to repair a vent that 

is located on the roof. The victim climbs up and onto the roof of the RV by 

climbing up the fixed ladder on the RV. The victim stated that he had never 

done this before. After finding what was wrong, the victim was climbing down 

the ladder when he some how missed the last step and fell to the ground. 

The last step is approximately 4-feet from the ground. When the victim fell to 

the ground he struck the back of his head and it knocked him unconcious. 

The customer called 911. The victim did not awake until he was inside the 

ambulance and on his way to the hospital. The victim received a cracked 

skull and a bruised brain. He was at the hospital for approximately three days 

and then released to go home.

6/13/2009 312707383 28 No Yes Fracture Arms(s) -

multiple

Hoisting

apparatus

Pinch point

action

Insufficient or

lack of

engineering

controls

CAUGHT IN CONVEYER:  The victim reached out with his left arm to catch 

himself when he tripped while on a walkway. His left hand was pulled into a 

conveyor belt between the tension rolls breaking his arm above the wrist.

6/12/2009 313470650 35 No Yes Fracture Multiple Buildings Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

24 FALL FROM ROOF:  A framer fell approximately 24 feet to a concrete floor 

while removing a plywwod sheet covering a floor hole.

6/11/2009 312718075 61 Yes No Other Body

system

Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Pinch point

action

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

MVA: The victim was in the process of driving a school district vehicle, a 

2006 Ford Econoline 8 passenger van. It appears he fell asleep while driving 

southbound on Interstate 5 in the Albany area. He ran off the freeway, went 

airbourne coming to rest against a pillar of an overpass. He died instantly.

6/9/2009 313470957 22 No Yes Dislocation Arms(s) -

multiple

Bodily

motion

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

FALL FROM LADDER:  An employee was descending an extension ladder 

after cleaning gutters with a backpack leaf blower. When he was about two 

rungs from the ground he thought that he was on the bottom rung and as he 

stepped down with his left foot his center of gravity shifted. By the time he 

realized that his foot was not going to reach the ground he was off balance. 

The top right rail of the ladder started to come away from the wall of the 

house and then fell off to the right as the employee fell onto his back on top 

of the leaf blower. When he sat up he realized that his left shoulder was 

dislocated.

6/1/2009 312707144 54 No Yes Cut or

laceration

Hand(s) Machine Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Malfunction of

procedure for

securing

operation or

warning of

hazardous

situation

CAUGHT IN PLYWOOD PRESS:  The victims were loading the plywood 

press. The start button was inadvertently activated causing a hand on one 

victim and fingers on the other victim to be injured.



Oregon OSHA accident investigation data

Where the Inspection Open Date is Between 1/1/2009 and 12/31/2009

6/1/2009 312707144 47 No Yes Cut or

laceration

Finger(s) Machine Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Malfunction of

procedure for

securing

operation or

warning of

hazardous

situation

CAUGHT IN PLYWOOD PRESS:  The victims were loading the plywood 

press. The start button was inadvertently activated causing a hand on one 

victim and fingers on the other victim to be injured.

6/1/2009 312185143 58 No Yes Fracture Back Ladder Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

EMPLOYEE FELL FROM UPPER TO LOWER LEVEL.: Employee was 

accessing work from an extension ladder that was on scaffolding and fell over 

backwards onto the scaffold deck. The employee was seriously injured and 

was transported to the local emergency room by ERS.

5/29/2009 312268378 44 No Yes Amputation Finger(s) Machine Materials

handling

equipment or

method

Procedure for

handling

materials not

appropriate for

task

STRUCK BY SAW BLADE:  Employee cut his finger with a table saw when 

cutting a round piece of material. When the employee was cutting the round 

object, the object rolled forward cutting his fingers.

5/28/2009 312267669 30 No Yes Amputation Finger(s) Machine Pinch point

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

CAUGHT IN A CHAIN AND SPROCKET:  The victim was cleaning on the 

third level of the Powder Mill. The victim was attempting to clean in the area 

of the drive chain and sprocket for one of the air locks, when the victim's right 

hand was caught in the chain and sprocket, causing amputation injuries of 

two fingers.

5/28/2009 313469868 33 No Yes Fracture Back Buildings Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Equipment

inuse not

appropriate for

operation or

process

18 FALL FROM LADDER:  Employee was doing residential repair and fell off a 

ladder when the scaffold failed. The employee fell feet first from 

approximately 18 feet onto a wooden deck resulting in a compression 

fracture of the L 1,3 and 4 vertebreas.

5/26/2009 313470767 44 No No Burn

(chemical)

Eye(s) Chemical

(liquids or

vapors)

Gas,

vapor,mist,

fume, dust,

etc.

condition

Malfunction of

procedure for

securing

operation or

warning of

hazardous

EXPOSURE/SPLASH OF BUFFERED HYDROFLOURIC ACID:   Buffered 

hydrofluoric acid and ammonium fluoride solution sprayed into an employees 

eye as she was taking a sample from the plastic line at the bottom of a 

pressurized tank.

5/22/2009 312717606 51 No Yes Concussion Head Materials

handling

equipment

Materials

handling

equipment or

method

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

STRUCK BY FORKLIFT:  The victim (Truck driver) was unloading a tote of 

paint when the forklift hit a hole in the road surface. He was thrown into the 

structure of the forklift and rendered unconscious.
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Where the Inspection Open Date is Between 1/1/2009 and 12/31/2009

5/21/2009 313469496 55 No Yes Amputation Finger(s) Air pressure Shear point

action

Malfunction of

procedure for

lock-out tag-out

CAUGHT INTO AN AIRLOCK BELOW A DUST COLLECT:   While 

evaluating a possible air leak in a dust collector unit, the maintenance 

supervisor placed her right hand into an airlock below the dust collection 

system. The fan blades were turning and amputated the second and third 

digits of her right hand at the first joints.

5/18/2009 312717408 51 Yes No Other Chest Machine Other Other STRUCK-BY:  An employee received fatal injuries when the road grader he 

was operating ran over him. The victim was found lying in the road with 

crushing injuries to his chest. There were no witnesses to the accident.

5/16/2009 313471013 45 No Yes Fracture Multiple Other Other Other STRUCK BY TREE:  The employee had just felled an Alder tree, and when in 

the process of bucking the Alder tree, another Alder tree approximately 45 

feet back, fell, striking the employee in the head and chest.

5/12/2009 312184625 37 No Yes Amputation Hand(s) Machine Catch point

or puncture

action

Malfunction of

procedure for

lock-out tag-out

CONTACT WITH MOULDER HEAD: Employee was adjusting the Woods 

moulder back guide while it was in operation and his hand contacted the

spinning head.

5/12/2009 312846371 39 No Yes Amputation Foot, feet,

toes or

ankle(s)

Hand tool

(powered)

Materials

handling

equipment or

method

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

CONTACT WITH SKILSAW:  Employee was trying to repair a section of 

trailer by replacing a wooden piece. The employee was cutting a small 

wooden piece without a sawhorse or proper support when the skilsaw kicked 

back cutting the worker's foot an severing a toe.

5/9/2009 312717481 29 No Yes Burn or

scald (heat)

Multiple Fire or

smoke

Flammable

liquid or solid

exposure

Other EXPLOSION.:  The victim was engaged in a movie stunt where explosives 

were detonated as he was diving through a sugar glass window. The victim's 

clothing had caught on fire, which resulted in first to third degree burns to 

approximately 50 percent of his body.

5/8/2009 312845944 50 No Yes Fracture Head Working

surface

Other Other FALL FROM UPPER LEVEL:  A firefighter was cleaning around the tiller cap 

on a aerial fire truck, and fell off the platform to concrete below. The worker 

fell approximately 6'6 inches to the concrete below. The worker sustained a 

head injury, multiple fractures to his face, and multiple broken ribs.

5/8/2009 312846215 50 No Yes Fracture Hand(s) Machine Pinch point

action

Safety devices

removed or

inoperative

CAUGHT HAND IN PINEAPPLE ROLL:  The employee was feeding the 

planer when a board became jammed sideways in the infeed/pineapple rolls. 

The employee turned the switch to lift the rolls and reached over to get the 

board out catching his hand in the roll resulting in crushing injuries to his left 

hand/fingers.
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5/5/2009 312845704 39 No Yes Concussion Head Buildings Materials

handling

equipment or

method

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

FALL:  A heat treat operator processing a 300 pound 60 inch diameter saw 

blank was attempting to extract the blank from a flattening press with a pull 

rod. The pull rod dislocated from the blade blank arbor hole, and the operator 

fell backwards approximately three feet and struck his head against a wall. 

He suffered a concusion.

4/30/2009 312184468 40 No Yes Amputation Hand(s) Machine Pinch point

action

Malfunction of

procedure for

lock-out tag-out

CAUGHT IN:   The spreader cleaner was cleaning the glue rakes after 

steaming the rolls on #3. As he was scrubbing the rakes off his right hand 

was caught-in the rotating glue spreader rolls. When he pulled his hand out it 

took off his glove and skin perpendicular to thumb.

4/28/2009 312845423 37 No Yes Fracture Back Other Other Other FALL FROM TREE:  The employee had finished limbing a Cedar tree, and 

when repelling down, his repel rope slipped off the branch, letting him free fall 

to the ground.

4/27/2009 312716657 40 No No Fracture Multiple Working

surface

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

20 FELL FROM ELEVATION:  The victim was in the process of stapling a sheet 

of Tyvex on to the wall of a 3rd floor deck balcony wall. He stapled the Tyvex 

and stepped back, leaning or falling against a guardrail. The top guardrail at a 

height of approximately 42-inches gave way sending him to the ground 

approximately 20-feet below.

4/25/2009 312184617 25 No No Burn or

scald (heat)

Arms(s) -

multiple

Heat

(environme

ntal or

mechanical)

Temperature

above or

below

tolerance

level

Malfunction of

procedure for

securing

operation or

warning of

hazardous

situation

THREE FIREFIGHTERS BURNED DURING TRAINING: Three firefighter 

received 1st and 2nd degree burns to arms and shoulder during a live fire 

training exercise. The thermal layer and fire were allowed to build to the point 

where the turnouts and other PPE began to char/melt and burn the trainees, 

prior to extinguishing the fire.

4/25/2009 312184617 30 No No Burn or

scald (heat)

Arms(s) -

multiple

Heat

(environme

ntal or

mechanical)

Temperature

above or

below

tolerance

level

Malfunction of

procedure for

securing

operation or

warning of

hazardous

THREE FIREFIGHTERS BURNED DURING TRAINING: Three firefighter 

received 1st and 2nd degree burns to arms and shoulder during a live fire 

training exercise. The thermal layer and fire were allowed to build to the point 

where the turnouts and other PPE began to char/melt and burn the trainees, 

prior to extinguishing the fire.

4/25/2009 312184617 30 No No Burn or

scald (heat)

Arms(s) -

multiple

Heat

(environme

ntal or

mechanical)

Temperature

above or

below

tolerance

level

Malfunction of

procedure for

securing

operation or

warning of

hazardous

situation

THREE FIREFIGHTERS BURNED DURING TRAINING: Three firefighter 

received 1st and 2nd degree burns to arms and shoulder during a live fire 

training exercise. The thermal layer and fire were allowed to build to the point 

where the turnouts and other PPE began to char/melt and burn the trainees, 

prior to extinguishing the fire.
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4/24/2009 312846249 24 No Yes Fracture Leg(s) Machine Squeeze

point action

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

CAUGHT-IN.:   Employee was grinding on top of a large steel pipe which was 

elevated on a set of drive rollers. The employee was standing on one of the 

drive rollers that rolls the pipe over in order to expose certain areas of the 

pipe. The drive roller was engaged and pulled the employees leg in, crushing 

it in between the drive roller and the pipe. The employee  sustained a broken 

left leg.

4/23/2009 312845217 44 No Yes Other Abdomen Machine Materials

handling

equipment or

method

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

PINNED BETWEEN FORKLIFT AND STORAGE RACK.:  A forklift operator 

was attempting to operate the forks from a standing position beside the 

forklift and became pinned between the forklift and a rack when the forklift 

moved.

4/22/2009 312267487 36 No Yes Fracture Foot, feet,

toes or

ankle(s)

Ladder Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

9 FALL FROM ROOF:  Employee was stepping off an extention to step onto 

the roof when he slipped and fell to the dirt ground landing on his right heel. 

The eave to the dirt ground was approx. 9feet 11inches.

4/21/2009 312705783 53 No Yes Other Lung Chemical

(liquids or

vapors)

Gas,

vapor,mist,

fume, dust,

etc.

condition

Insufficient or

lack of

engineering

controls

RESPIRATORY PROBLEMS AFTER SPRAYING 2-PART PLASTIC MOLD:  

Employee sprayed a two-part plastic (Polytek Development Corp. product, 

possibly 1510 Part A and B) while making a mold. He went to the hospital 

after leaving work to seek treatment. He was admitted and treated for 

respiratory problems.

4/17/2009 312705676 47 No Yes Other Abdomen Working

surface

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Defective

equipment:

Knowingly used

28 FALL TO  FLOOR:  Two employees were removing a circular work platform 

from the inside of a large concrete tank. The approximately 4 foot wide 

platform, was about 34-35 feet above the floor and completely circled the 

tank wall. The employees had removed all but the last section, sections were 

about 4 feet wide by 7 feet long. A single scaffold that was 4 frames tall plus 

about 30 inches of extensions had been erected directly below the last 

section of the work platform. The scaffold was not secured to the wall but was 

angled/pressed against the wall by extending the back adjustable from legs. 

The scaffold shifted away from the wall and the victim fell over the front 

unguarded section of the scaffold. The victim fell head first and struck the 

inside cross brace with his torso. The victim was removed and transported to 

a local hospital.

4/16/2009 312716178 75 No Yes Fracture Leg(s) Working

surface

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Insufficient or

lack of

housekeeping

program

SLIPPED ON FLOOR: The victim was in the process of helping three 

patients with an art project. The three were seated at a table in the dining 

room. The victim left the table walked to the far side of the room then 

returned with refreshments. In the meantime a housekeeper had entered the 

dining room, placed a wet floor sign at the main entrance then started to wet 

mop around the patients table. The housekeeper was distracted by a 

maintenance person and left the mop and wet floor unprotected. Upon 

returning to the table the victim slipped on the wet floor, fell down and 

fractured her right femur.
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4/9/2009 312844012 49 No Yes Other Head Other Other Other POSSIBLE BRAIN INJURY.:  A mechanic was tasked with installing an 

aluminum utility box on a small trailer using an air gun to drill new holes. The 

employee was standing on the trailer "tongue", which was about one foot off 

the ground, when apparently something took place that caused the employee 

to become incoherent, argumentative, and disoriented as a result of some 

sort of brain injury, which required surgery. There were no witnesses.

4/8/2009 312266828 55 No Yes Fracture Leg(s) Motor

vehicle

(industrial)

Materials

handling

equipment or

method

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

CAUGHT BETWEEN TRUCK AND FRONT-END LOADER.: The victim was 

working with a front-end loader operator to free a truck that was stuck in 

some sand. The victim was attaching a chain to the front of the truck while 

the loader operator positioned the loader. The loader operator was unable to 

stop the loader, and the victim was caught between the loader and the truck, 

breaking both legs.

3/30/2009 312715394 40 No Yes Fracture Body

system

Working

surface

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Procedure for

handling

materials not

appropriate for

task

40 FALL TO LOWER LEVEL: An employee was helping to dismantle a scaffold 

system. At the time of the accident there were 3 employees who were 

removing 4'x 8' sheets of plywood from the deck of the scaffold system. The 

accident victim was located between the other 2 workers. One of the workers 

had just handed the accident victim a sheet of plywood and the accident 

victim was in the process of handing the sheet of plywood to the next worker 

when he stepped on a piece of plywood that was not secured to the deck of 

the scaffold system. The plywood rocked up and the accident victim fell 

through a hole that was created and fell approximately 40 feet to the floor 

below.

3/26/2009 312715261 27 No Yes Fracture Abdomen Other Flying object

action

Other STRUCK-BY A LOG:  The rigging crew had just finished setting a turn of logs 

and had moved off to the side approximately 100 feet. The crew was standing 

up watching the turn of logs move towards the landing. When the turn of logs 

was almost to the landing one choker hung up and broke. The two logs that 

were hooked in that choker started to slide back down the hill. The rigging 

slinger saw the logs starting back down the hill and told the other two crew 

members that they should all move off to the side more. As the two logs 

continued down the hill they changed directions and were then headed 

towards the rigging crew. The rigging slinger again told the other two crew 

members to clear out even more. The rigging slinger said that the accident 

victim just stood there and did not move as the two logs got closer. The 

rigging slinger said that the first log went passed the accident victim but the 

second log
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3/24/2009 312843048 43 Yes No Other Multiple Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Pinch point

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK BY VEHICLE: Two transport trucks were passing on the right side 

of a parked delivery truck. Both transport drivers observed the driver of the 

delivery truck on the rear lift gate as they proceeded forward. The driver of 

the delivery truck was found lying on the roadway and was run over by the 

rear right tires of the second transport truck trailer.

3/24/2009 312843048 45 Yes No Other Body

system

Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Other Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK-BY PASSING VEHICLE:   Deceased employee was observed 

standing on the rear lift gate of his parked semi trailer. As two semi trailers 

passed his location , the deceased was struck by the second semi trailer's 

rear trailer wheels. The victim died at the scene.

3/18/2009 312844244 34 No Yes Bruise,

contusion,

abrasion

Lower

arm(s)

Machine Pinch point

action

Safety devices

removed or

inoperative

CAUGHT IN PINCH POINT OF ROLLERS:   The employee was at the 

control panel of the Image 600-s Laminator and another employee was in the 

rear of the machine. The two employees were webbing films with a release 

liner into the laminator. The employee reached for the corner of the film with 

the left hand, the rollers pulled her arm into the pinch point between the 

upper and lower rollers.

3/17/2009 312842776 35 No Yes Fracture Chest Machine Other Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK BY:  Three employees were attempting to lay a Skyjack SJP 

Personal Lift Model 35 down on the ground to access the hydraulic cylinder 

on the bottom of the unit. One employee was standing at the basket, one 

employee was to the side of the mast, and the service manager was standing 

behind the mast. The manager pulled on the mast, and it barely lifted off the 

ground. He then pulled on it harder, and it pivoted toward him and struck him 

in the chest. The worker sustained multiple internal injuries that resulted in 

the removal of his spleen, and reconstruction of his ribcage.

3/12/2009 312714587 52 No Yes Electric

shock

Body

system

Electrical

apparatus

or wiring

Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

ELECTRIC SHOCK:  The victim was in the process of cutting a tree on his 

corporate farm. The tree fell into the 7200 volt power line. He received an 

electric shock and was transported to the hospital.

3/10/2009 312182785 42 No Yes Burn or

scald (heat)

Body

system

Fire or

smoke

Flammable

liquid or solid

exposure

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

CAUGHT ON FIRE: The victim was cleaning paper trash from the cab of a 

company service truck and throwing it into a lit burn barrel. An explosion 

occurred, catching the victims clothing on fire.

3/9/2009 312703994 61 Yes No Asphyxia Abdomen Materials

handling

equipment

Squeeze

point action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

CRUSHED:   A sanitation worker collecting garbage and recycled materials 

entered the compactor section of the garbage truck to clean up fallen 

material. As he was working inside the truck the compactor cycled and 

crushed him to death.

3/7/2009 312842909 57 Yes No Asphyxia Lung Water Other Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

DROWNING:  A dock maintenance worker disappeared from the marina  and 

was found by the county dive team under the dock 4 days later.
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3/2/2009 312841950 25 No Yes Fracture Back Hoisting

apparatus

Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Malfunction of

procedure for

securing

operation or

warning of

hazardous

situation

12 FALL.:  An employee was working in a man basket cutting limbs off a tree, 

when the man basket slipped off the front forks and falling 12 to 14 feet to 

lower levels landing on top of the employee.

2/28/2009 312704174 28 No Yes Fracture Leg(s) Working

surface

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

FALL TO LOWER LEVEL:  The employee was in the process of installing a 

metal carport. While on top of the metal roofing, the employee fell 

approximately 13 feet 10 inches to the concrete. Injuries sustained included 

multiple fractures to the leg and head injury.

2/25/2009 312841331 21 No Yes Fracture Back Working

surface

Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Insufficient or

lack of

protective wrok

clothing and

equipment

FALL FROM TREE:  A tree trimmer fell approximately 40 feet from a cedar 

tree he was preparing to trim when a knot tied in a climbing rope failed.

2/25/2009 312842289 49 No Yes Fracture Chest Bodily

motion

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

FALL FROM DOCK:   An employee was walking backwards pulling hose and 

tripped, falling backwards about 20 feet off the pier and into the water below, 

striking his shoulder on part of a boat as he entered the water.

2/25/2009 312841562 60 No Yes Fracture Head Buildings Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Malfunction of

procedure for

securing

operation or

warning of

hazardous

situation

FALL FROM ROOF/LADDER:  A maintenance employee used a 20 foot 

extension ladder to gain access to a roof of approximately 13 feet 4 inches 

from ground level. The ladder fell after employee accessed roof. A teacher 

and student reset ladder, when maintenance employee stepped onto ladder 

to get off roof it collapsed and employee fell to pavement below. Fractures to 

both wrists and to the skull were sustained.

2/19/2009 312841141 39 No Yes Amputation Finger(s) Machine Pinch point

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

CAUGHT IN PINCH POINT: A machine operator was attempting to remove a 

product from a jam in a compression machine while the machine was 

running. The machine operator assistant was lifting up the guard over the 

ingoing nip point of the compression machine. The right middle finger of the 

machine operator was drawn into the ingoing nip point, crushing the tip of his 

finger. The machine operator assistant hit the emergency stop button, and 

the machine operator pulled his finger out of the nip point, damaging his 

tendon.

2/18/2009 312714132 38 No Yes Fracture Foot, feet,

toes or

ankle(s)

Working

surface

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

2 FALL FROM ELEVATION:  The victim was in the process of installing 

insulation from a baker scaffold. He stepped from the baker scaffold platform, 

at approximately 6 Foot 2 inches, falling to the concrete floor below.
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2/18/2009 312714132 38 No Yes Fracture Foot, feet,

toes or

ankle(s)

Working

surface

Working

surface or

facility layout

condition

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

6 FALL FROM ELEVATION:  The victim was in the process of installing 

insulation from a baker scaffold. He stepped off the 6 foot 3-inch tall scaffold 

platform. He landed on the concrete floor breaking his right ankle.

2/17/2009 312843600 51 No No Fracture Face Materials

handling

equipment

Materials

handling

equipment or

method

Operational

position not

appropriate for

task

FALL FROM TRAILER:  The employee fell off a transport trailer about 3 to 4 

feet high, and struck his face on a metal object. The worker suffered a 

fracture to the facial bone structure, as well as a laceration and contusion.

2/16/2009 312840614 31 No Yes Amputation Finger(s) Machine Squeeze

point action

Malfunction of

procedure for

lock-out tag-out

CAUGHT IN MACHINERY:  A machine operator lost fingers on both hands 

while attempting to remove debris from an energized crumble mill.

2/16/2009 312265432 23 Yes No Asphyxia Multiple Buildings Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Malfunction of

perception

system with

respect to task

environment

STRUCK-BY:  A welder went inside a 27 foot tall tank, used to filter the 

potato wash water to fix a very small crack at the cone shaped bottom. Just 

at the time he struck an arc to check the ground for the MIG welding there 

was an explosion. A witness said there was no visible flames but it lifted the 

tank approimately 6 inches and moved it 3 inches. The victim was removed 

several hours later because debris from above had to be removed first. There 

were no burns on his body but he was impaled many times and buried in 

mud. The cause of death was traumatic accidental injury.

2/14/2009 312841943 75 No Yes Fracture Hip(s) Materials

handling

equipment

Materials

handling

equipment or

method

Procedure for

handling

materials not

appropriate for

task

STRUCK BY PALLET JACK: The victim arrived at the worksite and 

proceeded to the dot com area. The work requires her to pull customer 

orders and place the items in bins for home delivery. Upon arrival in the dot 

com area Florence pulled the orders off the list and was preparing to leave 

the area to get a cart. The area was congested at the entrance with pallets of 

product that were placed to the left by the night crew. Extending from the 

entrance a co-worker was standing on the side of a cart she had pushed into 

the entrance. As the victim was departing the area, the coworker pushed a 

pallet jack across the entrance to retrieve a pallet. The victim tripped over the 

forks of the pallet jack and landed in the aisle on her hip. The resulting fall 

fractured her hip. The victim was stabilized by her co-workers until the EMT's 

arrived and transported her to the hospital.

2/13/2009 312840978 41 No Yes Amputation Finger(s) Materials

handling

equipment

Pinch point

action

Malfunction of

procedure for

lock-out tag-out

AMPUTATION:  At the time of the accident, the victim was working as a 

Downstream Operator and was sanitizing equipment at the end of a run. He 

reached into a chute opening to clean some food residue and his finger was 

pinched by a powered, continuously rotating valve resulting in the amputation 

of his left middle finger and injury to his index finger.
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2/12/2009 312840366 42 No Yes Burn

(chemical)

Lung Chemical

(liquids or

vapors)

Gas,

vapor,mist,

fume, dust,

etc.

condition

Insufficient or

lack of

respiratory

protection

HF ACID INHALATION:  A drum of 49HF acid was over-filled in the drum 

washing room, and the acid spilled onto the floor. The victim cleaned up the 

spilled acid without wearing any respirator protection, and inhaled HF acid 

vapors. The victim suffered serious burns to their mouth, esophagus, and 

lungs, and was hospitalized for 10 days.

2/5/2009 312713886 52 No Yes Fracture Body

system

Motor

vehicle

(highway)

Other Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

COMMERCIAL TRUCK CRASH: The victim was driving a semi-truck and 

trailer loaded with paper rolls heading east on Hwy 18. When he started into 

a right hand curve, the victim lost control and traveled across the westbound 

lane. The truck rolled onto it's driver's side and slid down an approximately 20-

foot embankment. The trailer came to rest off the highway after damaging 

approximately 125 feet of guard rail. The driver was extricated from the 

vehicle and flown to a trauma hospital.

2/2/2009 312840242 24 No Yes Fracture Hand(s) Materials

handling

equipment

Pinch point

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

CAUGHT IN: The victim observed a jammed tote.  He stopped his forklift and 

opened the gate entered the area behind the un-stacker, raised the folded 

door of the tote and placed his right hand on the top side of the tote. At this 

point the un-stacked unit started and lowered onto the tote crushing his hand 

between the tote and the mechanical dogs of the unstacker. The victim was 

able to free his hand and immediately departed the area.

1/26/2009 312702988 45 No Yes Puncture Finger(s) Air pressure Chemical

action/reacti

on exposure

Other VICTIMS THUMB AREA WAS INJECTED WITH A BEDLINER RESIN.:  The 

victim was preparing to clean a paint gun that is used to spray on bed liner 

resin. The victim was attempting to take the front section of the gun off so it 

could be cleaned. It appears that the two screws that are tightened down to 

stop pressure from entering the front section of the gun, were not secured in 

the down position and when the victim started to remove the front section of 

the gun, some of the resin was ejected towards her hand and penetrated the 

skin. The victim also received resin in one of her eyes. The victim treated the 

cut to her hand with basic first aid. Later that night she woke with pain and 

swelling in her hand. She was taken to the hospital and had to have her 

thumb cut open from the top down into her palm, so they could clean out the 

remaining resin. Her eye was also treated with some topical antibiotic 

ointment. Eventually the top part of her thumb down to the first joint had to be 

removed.



Oregon OSHA accident investigation data

Where the Inspection Open Date is Between 1/1/2009 and 12/31/2009

1/24/2009 312839905 59 No Yes Fracture Foot, feet,

toes or

ankle(s)

Ladder Other Other FALL FROM LADDER:  A maintenance worker was put on a "special project" 

to go change a section of a steam pipe. This pipe at the time was cooled 

down and he was using a ladder, approximately 8 feet high, to loosen up the 

bolts in a particular section of the pipe. As he was loosening those bolts, he 

fell from either the fourth or fifth rung and landed on the concrete floor, 

sustaining an injury to his heel which required surgery.

1/14/2009 312258726 59 Yes No Fracture Chest Furniture or

furnishings

Other Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

FALL TO BELOW:  Employee stood on a chair to reposition a wall clock. As 

he leaned forward, the chair slipped backward causing the employee to fall 

onto a counter top with a sink and water fountain nozzle. The victim's left rib 

area struck the water fountain hardware and at least one rib was fractured.

1/13/2009 312839251 38 No Yes Fracture Wrist(s) Hoisting

apparatus

Materials

handling

equipment or

method

Other CRUSHED BY:  The victim was operating a truck lift gate. The lift gate folding 

platform suddenly closed , crushing the victims right writs. The folding plate 

also struck the victim on the chest and stomach.

1/1/2009 312712979 59 No Yes Fracture Body

system

Ladder Other Other FALL FROM A LADDER:  Two maintenance workers were responding to a 

complaint about a leaky roof from some of the tenants at the Woodburn 

Outlet Mall. The maintenance workers entered an electrical room to gain 

access to the roof. The lead maintenance person started up an access ladder 

and was approximately 1/2 way up the ladder when the second maintenance 

worker started up the ladder. The second maintenance worker said that he 

did not see the lead maintenance worker fall but heard him say look out. The 

second maintenance worker said that he leaned into the ladder and held on 

tight. The second maintenance worker said that he felt something hit him on 

the shoulder and then he looked down and saw the lead maintenance worker 

laying on the floor below him. 

12/29/2008 312838352 59 No Yes Fracture Head Machine Flying object

action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK BY:  Employee was operating a CNC machine working on a 

cylinder piece of graphite. A portion of the piece of graphite broke off the 

piece that was being formed striking the employee causing shoulder and 

head injuries.

12/28/2008 312838428 56 Yes No Burn or

scald (heat)

Multiple Fire or

smoke

Flammable

liquid or solid

exposure

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

TRAFFIC CRASH:  A fuel transport truck drove off the freeway and crashed 

into a light pole. The 10,000 gallons of gasoline erupted into flames and the 

driver was killed.



Oregon OSHA accident investigation data

Where the Inspection Open Date is Between 1/1/2009 and 12/31/2009

12/24/2008 312841588 62 No Yes Fracture Leg(s) Buildings Overhead

moving

and/or falling

object action

Misjudment of

hazardous

situation

STRUCK BY FALLING OBJECT: Workers were inspecting a building that 

had been damaged from snow loads and freezing conditions. During the 

inspection the roof collapsed. One victim was struck by a 4" sprinkler pipe in 

the shoulder and was pinned by the pipe and other debris. The other victim 

was struck by the same pipe breaking his leg.

12/19/2008 312838634 56 No Yes Amputation Finger(s) Machine Catch point

or puncture

action

Insufficient or

lack of

engineering

controls

AMPUTATION: The employee was doing a preset operation for making a 1/4 

inch dado cut to an approximate 12 inch by 24 inch piece of wood using a 

Powermatic 8 inch table saw. The injured worker had removed all guarding 

as was the standard procedure for dado cuts. The employee was using an 

approximate 11 3/4 inch by 2 3/4 inch piece of scrap wood to affirm the 

correct fence setting for making the correct dado cut to the stock piece of 

wood. The injured worker was holding the test piece against the fence in his 

left hand and feeding the wood with his right hand. As the wood was fed over 

the saw blade a kick back of the wood occurred with his left hand now 

exposed to the dado blades and amputating his left middle finger, cutting to 

the bone/tendon the left ring finger and slicing the left thumb. The piece of 

test wood kicked back striking the injured worker in his right abdomen.

12/17/2008 312838691 46 No Yes Amputation Finger(s) Machine Catch point

or puncture

action

Safety devices

removed or

inoperative

AMPUTATION : An employee was cutting pieces of two-inch-thick 

polyethylene foam on a table saw when he amputated the index and middle 

finger of his right hand. The table saw was without a guard.

If you would like to request a copy of an inspection report, please contact Oregon OSHA at (503) 378-3272.  A processing fee may be charged.


